The capsids of tailed-DNA bacteriophages first assemble as procapsids, which mature by converting into a new form that is strong enough to contain a densely packed viral chromosome. We demonstrate that the intersubunit crosslinking that occurs during maturation of HK97 capsids actually promotes the structural transformation. Small-angle X-ray scattering and crosslinking assays reveal that a shift in the crosslink pattern accompanies conversion of a semimature particle, Expansion Intermediate-I/II, to a more mature state, Balloon. This transition occurs in a switch-like fashion. We find that crosslink formation shifts the global conformational balance to favor the balloon state. A pseudoatomic model of EI-I/II derived from cryo-EM provides insight into the relationship between crosslink formation and conformational switching.
INTRODUCTION
A simplistic view of viral capsids is that they are merely containers that surround and protect their chromosomes until they can be delivered to new hosts. However, a growing body of evidence shows that capsids are much more than that-they are also complex macromolecular machines that often carry out large-scale transformations of their structures between their initial assembly and infection. In many cases, global changes in capsid size or shape occur that are the result of the coordinated movements of hundreds of protein subunits. Such changes are observed during assembly, chromosome packaging, receptor binding, and cell entry in a broad range of virus families (e.g., Belnap et al., 2000; Hewat and Blaas, 2004; Jardine and Coombs, 1998; Trus et al., 1996) . Some of the most dramatic structural remodeling in viruses is observed during postassembly capsid maturation processes (Steven et al., 2005) . In most cases, such as in lentiviruses, papillomaviruses, insect tetraviruses, and dsDNA viruses such as herpesviruses and tailed bacteriophages, maturation converts a relatively fragile procapsid into a more stable form (e.g., Buck et al., 2005; Canady et al., 2000; Dokland and Murialdo, 1993; Heymann et al., 2003; Turner and Summers, 1999) .
During bacteriophage maturation, the suite of interactions between subunits may change drastically as nearly every intersubunit interface is remodeled (Wikoff et al., 2006) . Our goal is to understand the structural and mechanical principles that underlie maturation of the bacteriophage capsids. Bacteriophage HK97 has emerged as a favorable system for investigating structural maturation. This was the first dsDNA phage for which a high-resolution capsid structure was determined ( Figure 1A ) (Wikoff et al., 2000) . Subsequent studies of a number of phages, including l, T4, T5, T7, P22, 3-15, and f-29, have revealed the ubiquity of the mature HK97 capsid protein fold as a structural building block for capsids (Agirrezabala et al., 2007; Effantin et al., 2006; Fokine et al., 2005; Jiang et al., 2003 Jiang et al., , 2006 Lander et al., 2008; Morais et al., 2005) . Genome sequence analysis also suggests that proteins with the HK97 fold may be found in many other phages (Hendrix, 2005) . In addition, it has recently been shown that the floor domain of the herpesvirus major capsid protein is consistent with the HK97 fold (Baker et al., 2005 ). An understanding of dynamic reorganization in HK97 capsids is likely to apply to these related systems that also undergo similar maturational events.
HK97 capsids have T = 7laevo quasi-equivalent symmetry ( Figure 1B ). The seven chemically identical subunits per icosahedral asymmetric unit (designated A-G) each reside in distinct local environments in the lattice. Subunits A-F are organized into hexons, of which there are 60 per capsid, and G subunits form pentons around the 5-fold vertices. In authentic HK97 proheads, one of the 12 pentagonal vertices is occupied by a portal complex, which mediates DNA packaging and tail attachment. The particles used in most in vitro studies of HK97 maturation are generated by an expression system that produces prohead particles that are indistinguishable from authentic proheads, but with the portal complex replaced by a twelfth penton (Duda et al., 1995a) . If the viral protease is also expressed, $60 copies co-assemble within the prohead form named Prohead-I ( Figure 1C) ; they then digest 102 residues from the N terminus of each capsid protein subunit. The proteases also autodigest, leaving behind the processed prohead form named Prohead-II.
Prohead-II (P-II) is metastable; its maturation can be induced in vitro by exposing the particles to acidic pH, denaturants, or organic solvents (Duda et al., 1995a) . The HK97 capsid exhibits discrete intermediate particle forms during in vitro maturation, which is separable into several segments ( Figure 1C ) (Lata et al., 2000) . The first is triggered by acidification and converts P-II into particles that are $15% larger, termed EI-I. We demonstrated that this stage of the capsid reorganization occurs as a cooperative, all-or-none transition (Lee et al., 2005) . If pH is restored to neutral, maturation progresses all the way to the Head-II state. Particles that have attained the EI-I morphology become competent to form intersubunit crosslinks, which are essential for phage viability (Ross et al., 2005) . Crosslink formation is autocatalytic and results in an isopeptide bond that links a lysine, K169, on one subunit and an asparagine, N356, on an adjacent subunit (Duda et al., 1995a; Wikoff et al., 2000) . As shown in Figure 1 . Bacteriophage HK97 Capsid Organization and Maturation Pathway (A) HK97 GP5 capsid protein structure (H-II A subunit shown) consists of four domains, with a core formed by A-(magenta) and P-domains (tan) and extended N-arm (gray) and E-loop (blue) domains. The crosslinks formed by each subunit join K169 (red) on the E-loop of one subunit and N356 (orange) on the P-domain of a neighboring subunit. (B) 420 copies of the capsid protein are organized into a T = 7laveo lattice in HK97 particles produced in our expression system; subunits A-F (orange) form 60 hexons and G subunits (red) form 12 pentons; one asymmetric unit is rendered. (C) Prohead-I (P-I) particles are assembled from 420 copies of capsid protein and $60 copies of phage protease in the expression system. Prohead-II (P-II), resulting from proteolytic processing of P-I, converts in vitro into EI-I when perturbed by acidic pH. In WT, crosslinks begin to form once particles have converted to EI-I; particles that have the same quaternary structure as EI-I but bearing crosslinks are termed EI-II. A second maturation stage is triggered by reneutralization, which allows EI-I/II particles to convert to fully mature H-II. Crosslink-defective K169Y particles follow a similar maturation pathway. The K169Y end-state is called Head-I (H-I) to distinguish it from crosslinked H-II. (D) The H-II structure revealed that three crosslink sites cluster around the intersection of three P-domains (D subunits shown at true 3-fold position); E-loops (blue) from adjacent subunits (E subunits shown) converge on the P-domain nexus, and their K169 residues (red) crosslink with N356 (orange) on the P-domains. One D subunit is colored green to show the extent of a single subunit. Figure 1D , a crosslink-competent organization of the residues coalesces at the intersection of three hexons (true 3-fold and quasi-3-fold vertices) and two hexons and one penton, only after P-II particles have reorganized into the EI-I structure. Particles that are essentially identical to EI-I by cryo-EM but that have begun to crosslink are termed EI-II; we refer to the shared, crosslink-independent quaternary structure of these particles as EI-I/II.
In fully mature Head-II particles, the complete network of crosslinks form interlocked rings of 5-and 6-crosslinked subunits (5-and 6-circles) that link the capsid protein subunits into a structure with the topology of molecular chainmail (Wikoff et al., 2000) . Previous studies that followed the time-dependent accumulation of crosslinks along the acid-induced maturation pathway found that crosslinks accumulate up to a stable state in which $60% of the total possible have formed and, by SDS-PAGE, appears as a ladder extending from monomers to crosslinked, linear 2-, 3-, 4-, 5-, and 6-mers, and closed 5-circles (Duda et al., 1995a; Gan et al., 2004) . Using selective solution conditions, these particles could be converted to a penultimate maturation state that has a larger (by $9%, when compared with EI-I/II), rounder, thin-walled morphology, designated balloon, in which all quasi-equivalent classes of crosslinks but one had formed (crosslink state termed EI-IV) (Gan et al., 2004) . In Balloon and Head-II particles, the hexon organization is nearly identical-only the position of the pentons differ. It was demonstrated that the formation of the final class of crosslinks locks the pentons, which have significant mobility in Balloon particles, into the conformation seen in the Head-II structure (Gan et al., 2006) . Crosslinks thus were shown to have an effect on the quaternary structure during this late maturation stage.
In this report, we focus on the coupling between covalent crosslink formation and large-scale reorganizations of the capsid lattice during the middle (EI-I/II to Balloon) stage of maturation. It has been inferred that crosslink formation promotes this transition (Ross et al., 2005) ; however, the mechanistic role played by the crosslinks in this context has remained elusive. We applied time-resolved, small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and biochemical assays to monitor the conformational change of particles in parallel with crosslink formation. SAXS provides structural information for particles in solution. We find that as crosslinks accumulate, leading up to a threshold of $60% of the total crosslinks, the conformational balance shifts increasingly to favor the more mature particle forms. We also found that the EI-I/II to Balloon transition depended on the integrity of the E-loop. This was tested using K169Y mutant capsids, trypsin-treated WT (trpWT) capsids, and capsids that have a genetically truncated E-loop tip (DEloop). K169Y capsids cannot crosslink because the critical K169 is replaced by a non-crosslinkable tyrosine; nevertheless, they follow a maturation pathway similar to the wild-type ( Figure 1C ), ending in a state called Head-I that resembles Head-II in morphology, but lacks molecular chainmail (Conway et al., 1995) . Both trpWT and DEloop particles can mature to EI-I, but are trapped in that state. Taken together, our studies reveal that, in the EI-I/II to Balloon transition, crosslinking acts as a statistical bias on the capsid's global morphological switch. This is a considerably different mechanism than the localized conformational effect of crosslinking on penton position that was observed previously in the final maturation stage (Balloon to Head-II) (Gan et al., 2006) .
RESULTS

EI-I/II Particles Can Accommodate a Diversity of Crosslink States
We sought to first determine whether crosslink formation leads directly to changes in quaternary structure, such as by mechanically ratcheting the lattice into a more mature configuration. To address this, we used SAXS to compare the structures of minimally crosslinked EI-I particles to particles that had been acidified for 72 h, allowing $60% of the total possible complement of crosslinks to form.
In order to obtain the most homogenous population of particles that is possible, pH 3.9 was used in the acidification reaction. It had been shown previously by cryo-EM that the population distribution between EI-I/II and Balloon particles is highly sensitive to solution pH, with a greater accumulation of Balloon particles observed when WT or K169Y particles are incubated at pH 4.4 versus pH < 4.0 (Ross et al., 2005) . At pH 3.9, essentially the entire population of particles (>98%) was observed by EM to be in the EI-I/II form. SAXS measurements for WT and K169Y particles acidified to pH 3.9 likewise confirmed that observation (data not shown). We estimate that no more than 5% of particles are in the larger Balloon state under these conditions.
We observed that WT particles, acidified at pH 3.9 for 72 h, accumulated a stable ladder crosslink pattern (monomers and linear 2-, 3-, 4-, 5-, 6-mers, and closed 5-circles), but were indistinguishable by SAXS from the EI-I state, which lacks crosslinks (Figure 2 ). This demonstrated that the EI-I/II quaternary structure can accommodate a diversity of crosslink configurations, from no crosslinks up to an aggregate of nearly 60% of the total possible crosslinks, without changing quaternary structure.
Crosslink Patterns Shift Upon Reneutralization
The time-dependent formation of crosslinks under neutral pH conditions was examined by starting with a population of uncrosslinked EI-I particles, then rapidly reneutralizing the solution of particles. This allows the particles to mature completely, leading all the way to 100% crosslinked, chainmail-bearing H-II. As shown in Figure 2B , crosslinks accumulate initially in a progressive fashion. The conversion of monomers into linear oligomers of 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 subunits mirrors the trend observed when particles are incubated for prolonged periods (hours) at acidic pH (Gan et al., 2004) ; at neutral pH, the ladder pattern is reached within the first minute. Subsequently, a major oligomeric shift is observed between 1 and 3 min (Figures 2B and 2C) . This shift converts the ladder pattern to one that is dominated by linear 5-and 6-mers with a small complement of circular 5-mers. Over the next several minutes, the linear 5-mers convert to linear 6-mers or to closed 5-circles. The resulting pattern is similar to the EI-IV pattern that is associated with particles bearing a Balloon morphology (Gan et al., 2006) , and eventually the pattern converts to full chainmail that is trapped in the gel-loading wells.
A finer sampling of crosslink formation as a function of time reveals the bimodal nature of the crosslink pattern shift ( Figure 2C ). As the combination of monomers and smaller linear oligomers (2-, 3-, and 4-mers, approximating the ladder pattern) become depleted between 1 and 3 min, the linear 5-and 6-mer populations increase correspondingly. These trends suggest that a shift between two dominant populations (particles bearing crosslinking up to the ladder pattern and those bearing the linear 5-and 6-mer-dominated pattern) best describes the progression of the crosslinking reaction.
Expansion Is Accelerated by Crosslinkage, but It Remains a Two-State Transition Time-resolved SAXS was used to monitor quaternary structural changes under neutral pH conditions that parallel those used in the time-dependent crosslinking assays for WT HK97 capsids (Figure 3 ). The transition from EI-I/II to Balloon (and at later timepoints, Head-II, which cannot be distinguished from Balloon using SAXS due to their similar structures), as monitored by SAXS, was observed to occur primarily between 1 and 4 min following reneutralization of WT particles. This coincides with the time frame in which we observed the shift in crosslink patterns (Figure 2) . The clear presence of isoscattering points in the WT HK97 time-resolved SAXS indicates that the population of particles shifts from EI-I/II to Balloon in a two-state fashion. To confirm that the EI-I/II to Balloon transition is two-state, singular value decomposition (SVD) was used to decompose the scattering pattern time series into a set of orthogonal spectral components. SVD also yields a set of singular values that describe the relative significance of each spectral component. The product of the singular values, a time-dependent amplitude matrix, and the matrix of spectral components can be used to reconstruct the experimental SAXS pattern at any time point. The first five singular values are 38478, 1233, 279, 230, and 213 . After the first two values, a baseline is reached, indicating that the third and the higher order components do not contribute to the A) SAXS patterns for uncrosslinked EI-I particles (circles) are superimposable with that measured for EI-II particles that bear $60% of the total possible crosslinks (solid line); dashed line is the SAXS measured for the larger Balloon particles, which possess the nearly complete EI-IV crosslink pattern. The inset depicts typical crosslink patterns associated with particle states whose SAXS patterns are shown in panel A. (B) Time-course of crosslink polymerization starting with uncrosslinked EI-I particles. When a population of EI-I particles is reneutralized (time post-reneutralization indicated above the gel), crosslinks accumulate progressively until they form the ladder pattern within 1 min post-reneutralization. Approximately 60% of all possible crosslinks have formed by this point. An abrupt transition from the ladder crosslink pattern to a pattern heavily weighted with linear 5-and 6-mers occurs between 1 and 3 min post-reneutralization. The crosslink patterns then gradually convert to the EI-IV pattern and to complete chainmail, which does not enter the gel matrix. The monomers present at late time points are from residual, unexpanded P-II. (C) Quantitation of a time-course of crosslinked oligomers observed by SDS-PAGE (15 s sampling) shows a bimodal shift from monomers and lower molecular weight linear oligomers (2-mer, 3-mer, and 4-mers) to higher molecular weight linear oligomers (5-mers and 6-mers), taking place in the first three minutes after reneutralization. 5-circles and 6-circles were not included due to their incorporation into chainmail and difficulties in accurately estimating their abundance.
time-resolved data. Likewise, the time-dependent amplitudes and scattering patterns for the third and the higher order components fluctuated randomly around zero and hence are attributable to noise. We conclude that, despite the presence and ongoing formation of crosslinks in the wild-type particles, only the two distinguishable quaternary structures, EI-I/II and Balloon/Head-II, exist as stable states during the transition. Intermediate states are populated transiently and comprise a very small fraction (<1%, based on SVD analysis) of the total population at any given time.
EI-I/II particles were also incubated at pH 3.9 for 2 h and for more than 72 h, allowing them to accumulate greater amounts of crosslinking that correspond to $25% ($100/420) and show that the majority of particles convert from EI-I to Balloon in the 1 to 4 min. time frame, and all have converted by $5 min. If the initial population is composed of EI-II particles, similar in quaternary structure to EI-I but with 25% (open circles) or 60% (solid circles) of total crosslinks, maturation to Balloon is accelerated. Lines through the datapoints are drawn to guide the eye and do not represent fits to specific kinetic models. $60% ($250/420) of total possible crosslinks, respectively. When these particles were exposed to neutral pH and monitored by SAXS, we observed a clear correlation of faster maturation kinetics with greater degree of initial crosslinking ( Figure 3B ). The transitions remained two-state, however.
The kinetics of conversion of EI-I to Balloon as monitored by SAXS for the crosslink-deficient K169Y mutant were dramatically slowed relative to the WT, as shown in Figures 3C and 3D . The isoscattering points that were observed in the K169Y experiments were not as sharp as in the WT case, possibly indicating that the transition occurs with a lower degree of cooperativity among subunits in the absence of crosslinking.
In both WT and K169Y cases, the kinetics could not be described purely as first-order, possibly reflecting the presence of underlying mixtures of populations that are not distinguishable by SAXS; for example, the number of captured E-loops in each particle may vary throughout the population.
Trypsinized WT and DEloop Are Trapped in the EI-I Particle state Two additional crosslink-defective variants, trypsinized WT (trpWT) and the DEloop mutant, which has a truncated E-loop, were also examined. Trypsinization of WT P-II cleaves the capsid protein at a single site, after K166 on the E-loop, leaving the K169 crosslink residue intact (Duda et al., 1995a) . We observed that the trpWT and DEloop variants undergo the first maturation stage in identical fashion to WT P-II (see Figure S1 available online), confirming that crosslinking is not a factor in the P-II to EI-I transition (Lee et al., 2005) . However, they do not progress further. When acidified trpWT particles were reneutralized under identical conditions to unproteolyzed WT, they were found to persist in the EI-I form even after several hours (Figure 3) . After 72 h, a minor population converted to the larger Balloon form, but the overwhelming majority remained in the compact EI-I state. The DEloop mutant, in which the flexible tip of the E-loops including K169 are replaced by an abbreviated turn, also exhibited inhibition of the EI-I to Balloon transition. Maturation of these particles beyond EI-I was not detected, even days after reneutralization (data not shown).
Expansion Intermediate Pseudoatomic Model
In order to gain insight into the structural basis for the significant effect crosslink formation has upon conformational switching, a pseudoatomic model of the EI-I/II particle was composed. The 3.4 Å resolution crystal structures of mature In the model shown, the E-loops are in the crosslinked, down conformation found in Head-II (solid arrow), whereas the EM density for the uncrosslinked EI-I particles shows nubs of density that project outward from the surface for the E-loops in the uncrosslinked, up conformation (open arrow).
H-II subunits were docked into a 14 Å resolution cryo-EM reconstruction of minimally crosslinked EI-I/II particles ( Figure 4) (Helgstrand et al., 2003; Ross et al., 2005) . The 7 quasi-equivalent subunits were fitted independently into the EM electron density map using rigid body modeling of the subunit core (A and P domains, treated as a unit). Overall, the subunit cores fit well into the cryo-EM density envelope, consistent with previous indications that relatively minor structural changes occur in the A-and P-domain core during maturation (Conway et al., 2001; Wikoff et al., 2006) . We estimate the accuracy of positioning for the core domain residue C a coordinates to be $2-3 Å (Baker and Johnson, 1996; Rossmann, 2000) .
Compared to a previously reported model for the EI-I particle form that was based upon a 25 Å cryo-EM reconstruction, the current model exhibits a better fit to the higher resolution 14 Å EM map, with real-space correlation coefficient of 0.88 versus 0.57 (Wikoff et al., 2006) . The improvement is attributable to the increase in structural detail provided by the higher resolution EM reconstruction, which provided better ''fiducials'' for accurately determining subunit positions.
The SAXS pattern and the P(r) electron distance distribution plot for the EI-I/II pseudoatomic model were computed and found to be superimposable with the SAXS pattern measured for EI-I/II particles at pH 3.9 ( Figure S2 ). Likewise, ab initio 3-D-shape reconstruction based upon the measured SAXS data for EI-I/II particles showed good agreement with the pseudoatomic model for the EI-I/II particles. These results confirm the consistency of the cryo-EM model and the SAXS data.
As shown in Figure 5 , the pseudoatomic model reveals a notable feature, centered at the 3-fold and quasi-3-fold vertices of the capsid. A suite of conserved interactions involving loops from the P-domains at this nexus has been identified in P-II and H-II particles (unpublished data). Based upon the EI-I/II model, these interactions are maintained in the EI-I/II state, while the rest of the subunits surrounding the P-domain loops have rotated into conformations that are intermediate between P-II and H-II ( Figure 5 and Table 1 ). This suggests that the intersection of loops from the three P-domains act as a hinge during maturation. The dihedral angles formed by the hinge base (first plane defined by the 3 N356 residues) and Glu-292 at the distal-most point of the subunits (second plane defined by Glu-292 and its two proximal-most N356 residues) has an average value of 151 ± 7 among the 7 quasi-equivalent subunits in P-II (Table 1 and Figure 5 ). In the EI-I/II state, the subunits are still angled, 163 ± 4 , but somewhat less so than in P-II. By contrast, the hinges in H-II are nearly planar, averaging 175 ± 4 .
Crosslink Classes
The pseudoatomic EI-I/II model allows us to estimate the distances between the crosslinking residues (K169 and N356 C a atom positions) in the capsid and possibly to infer which crosslinks form most readily in EI-I/II (Table 2 ). There are 7 quasiequivalent sets of crosslink sites in a T = 7 structure, each set having 60 members distributed over 60 equivalent sites on the icosahedral capsid. The distances between C a atoms for K169 and N356 at the 7 quasi-equivalent positions fall into two discrete groups: for the A/A and E/D pairs, the distances are 4-5 Å ; for the other 5 positions, the distances are more than twice as large. We do not expect these values to be highly accurate, because the modeling was done using the E-loop conformations observed in H-II. However, this is the most appropriate available structure for estimating residue positions when the E-loop is in the ''down'' crosslinked conformation. We believe that the two distance groupings of crosslink residues we see in the EI-II model may represent two broad classes of crosslink sites. Since $60% of crosslinks have formed in the EI-II particles that exhibit the ladder pattern, we surmise that the majority of the crosslinks in the first class involving A/A and E/D (K169/N356 subunits) pairs, which have closer residue spacings, most likely have formed in these particles. The A subunits are the subunits of hexons that immediately surround the pentons in the structure, and they crosslink with each other (A/A) to form the 5-circles of subunits. In fact, we find that complete 5-circles appear relatively early during in vitro crosslinking (Figure 2) . These results strengthen the assertion that the close spacing of the crosslink residues in the pseudoatomic model corresponds to the crosslink classes that form most readily. The E/D crosslinks, the other group that appears from the model to be likely to crosslink, surround the icosahedral 3-fold axis in the middle of the icosahedral face. The A/A and E/D crosslinks are not sufficient by themselves to give rise to the ladder of gel bands that we observe for the EI-II particles; there must also be some bonds formed in the other quasi-equivalent sets of crosslinking sites. The larger spacing seen in the model for the other five quasi-equivalent types of sites means that there is a low, but not necessarily zero, probability of close spacing and crosslink formation that is only rarely sampled in the EI-I/II state by the mobile surface E-loops.
DISCUSSION
Capsids of dsDNA viruses, such as bacteriophage HK97, assemble first as a compact, relatively fragile prohead. Maturation converts prohead into a more robust structure, termed head with twice the volume, sufficient to contain the tightly packaged chromosome. During maturation, HK97 capsids form intersubunit covalent bonds that connect capsid proteins into closed, interlocking rings of 5 and 6 subunits and that make Head-II significantly more stable than Prohead-II (Ross et al., 2005) . These intersubunit crosslinks begin to form only after particles have converted from P-II into the maturation intermediate, EI-I/II. This conversion is most likely a relaxation of the capsid lattice that, in vivo, occurs in response to the packaging of the initial portions of the phage's chromosome. As DNA packaging proceeds, the shell must expand further and strengthen to withstand the increasing internal pressure exerted by the DNA. The experiments presented here illuminate the relationships between conformational maturation of the capsid and formation of crosslinks, and they provide insight into the way the process is driven forward.
The HK97 variants, trpWT and DEloop, reveal that EI-I is the resting conformational state for the capsid lattice when the crosslinking machinery is not functional (Figure 3 ). If the crosslinking machinery is intact and functional, at neutral pH EI-I/II, particles convert readily to Balloon/Head-II. The crosslink-defective K169Y mutant is still capable of maturing beyond EI-I; we argue that this is due to numerous noncovalent bonds that form between the E-loop and the capsid substrate, including a putative hydrogen bond between Y169 and N356 that conserves the crosslinking connectivity observed between the two residue positions in WT (Gan et al., 2006) . These noncovalent bonds preserve some degree of influence of the E-loop position on capsid maturation, albeit less effectively than the covalent crosslinking bond. In trypsinized WT, by contrast, the E-loops have been clipped and are frayed, making it difficult for the arms of the E-loop to form the interactions that would lash them into the down position. The DEloop mutant that has 9 residues at the tip of the E-loops deleted, including K169 and others involved in interactions between the E-loop and capsid surface, shows complete inhibition of the EI-I to Balloon conversion. Thus, more severe modification of the E-loop-related crosslinking machinery correlates with more severe inhibition of the EI-I/ II to Balloon conversion.
Our findings are consistent with previous EM studies, in which WT particle populations showed substantial conversion to Balloon while the population of crosslink defective K169Y particles was heavily weighted toward the less mature EI-I/II morphology (Ross et al., 2005) . It was suggested that crosslink formation in HK97 capsids biases the transition toward Balloon. Indeed, our findings demonstrate that though particle structure does not change measurably in conjunction with crosslink accumulation up to the formation of the ladder pattern (Figure 2) , the greater the number of crosslinks that form in EI-I/II prior to the quaternary structural change, the more rapidly the population of particles convert to Balloon when exposed to neutral pH (Figure 3 ). The bimodal shift in crosslink patterns is simultaneous with the twostate quaternary change observed by SAXS, consistent with the hypothesis that the accumulation of crosslinks-up to the tipping point embodied in the ladder pattern-greatly facilitates the transition. The crosslinks therefore modulate the propensity of the capsid to undergo its structural reorganization by shifting the bias of the switch (Figure 6 ).
Crosslinking and the capture of E-loops in the ''down'' conformation may potentiate the change in the forward direction by destabilizing EI-I/II particles. EM reconstructions of P-II and minimally crosslinked EI-I/II capsids indicate that the E-loops are highly mobile and vary in orientation about a preferred ''up'' position, in which the b strands make an oblique angle to the capsid shell (Conway et al., 2001; Ross et al., 2005) . As each mobile Eloop is captured by crosslinking, it is deflected from its preferred equilibrium position to the ''down'' position, in which the b strands are held parallel to the capsid surface. We posit that capture of the mobile E-loops likely introduces tension into the capsid, raising the EI-I/II particle to a higher energy relative to the Balloon state ( Figure 6 ). As crosslinks accumulate, the conformational balance is tipped to favor the more mature Balloon structure. In this scheme, the capture of each E-loop does not affect local structure, but it ''ratchets'' forward the overall tension in the capsid lattice.
The pseudoatomic model of EI-I/II (Figures 4 and 5 ) supports the hypothesis that the tightly interacting P-domain loops involving the AFG, DDD, and BCE subunit trimers are hinges about Dihedral angles measured between the hinge's base plane defined by 3 N356 residues and the plane defined by residue Glu-292 at the distal end of each subunit and the subunit's two proximal N356 residues.
which subunits pivot as they transition from P-II to H-II (unpublished data). Notably, the covalent crosslinks between E-loop K169 and N356 residues form directly over the trigonal P-domain hinges ( Figure 6 ). Hence, once a crosslink forms, the strain introduced by capturing the E-loop in the ''down'' position would be transferred directly to the hinge. Moreover, within each subunit, E-loops are directly linked to P-domains by the outgoing b strand of the E-loop, which goes on to form one of three strands in the P-domain b sheet ( Figure 1A ). The P-domain hinges are thus not only ''spring-loaded'' by the crosslink formation, but mechanically linked to one another as well. This linkage likely facilitates capsid expansion by coupling the hinges into a network. The 3-fold and quasi-3-fold vertices in other icosahedral capsids may also serve as hinges that facilitate capsid remodeling during maturation. As a result of their flexible nature, however, these hinges may be weak points in the lattice that must be reinforced before the full pressure of the packaged DNA can be contained. In phage l, the trimers of the gpD protein bind to positions on the T = 7 lattice that are directly analogous to the crosslink sites in HK97 (Dokland and Murialdo, 1993; Lander et al., 2008) . In T4 phage, a trimer of Soc proteins stabilizes the capsid by binding at the trigonal vertices where three gp23* hexons meet (Iwasaki et al., 2000) . In herpes simplex viruses, the triplex complex is situated at 3-fold vertices between hexons and plays an important role in mediating assembly and maturation (Heymann et al., 2003; Trus et al., 1996) . Hence, while these structurally related viruses may lack covalent crosslinks, they employ accessory proteins to achieve a similar effect in bolstering the mature capsids.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Production of HK97 Particles
All particles used in this study were initially purified as Prohead-II particles, following previously reported procedures (Duda et al., 1995b; Lee et al., 2004) . P-II particles were stored in 20 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 40 mM NaCl (Buffer A).
In the DEloop truncation mutant, the amino acid sequence NADVVAE-KALKPE in the E-loop of GP5 was replaced with APGD, a sequence that has a propensity to form reverse turns (Dyson et al., 1998) . The mutant was constructed by PCR amplifications using the strategy of splicing by overlap extension (Horton et al., 1989) . PCR conditions are provided in Supplemental Data.
Trypsinized WT (trpWT) P-II particles were produced by starting with an aliquot of WT P-II particles. The particle solution was diluted to 1 mg/ml in Buffer A and trypsin was added to a final concentration of 0.02 mg/ml. The digestion proceeded for 1 h at 37 C and was terminated by addition of PMSF (to 1 mM).
The proteolyzed P-II particles were purified from the trypsin digestion mixture by anion -exchange chromatography in the presence of 1 mM PMSF. The trpWT P-II fractions were then concentrated and the buffer exchanged by high-speed pelleting twice at 148,000x g for 2 h at 4 C. Pelleted particles were resuspended in Buffer A. Trypsinization of P-II particles yields cleavage of a single site, following K166 on the E-loop (Duda et al., 1995a) . The efficiency of proteolysis in our trypsinization reaction was assessed by SDS-PAGE.
Solution Small-Angle X-Ray Scattering Solution scattering data were recorded at the SSRL Beam Line 4-2. A bent cylinder mirror focused the beam onto the detector position, and a pair of Si (111) crystals was used as a monochromator. X-ray wavelength was 1.38 Å in these experiments. SPEAR operating parameters, beamline configuration, and detector instrumentation and calibration methods were identical to those used in previously reported experiments (Lee et al., 2005) , except where noted.
The sample-to-detector distance was 2.5 m. Radial averaging, intensity scaling, and background subtraction were performed by MarParse (Smolsky et al., 2007) , and the small level of nonuniformity of detector response was corrected using an in-house program.
A polycarbonate sample cell with mica windows was used for both static and time-resolved measurements. Sample temperature was held at 20 C.
Static SAXS measurements were taken for P-II, EI-II particles that had been acidified for more than 72 h, and EI-IV Balloon and H-II; matching blank solutions were Buffer A for P-II and H-II, and 250mM KCl, 50 mM Na-citrate (pH 3.9) acidification buffer for EI-II and EI-IV particles. Particle concentrations were 2-10 mg/ml. No concentration dependent effects were observed in the SAXS measurements. Reneutralization experiments were performed by diluting concentrated stock solutions of P-II at least 10x into acidification buffer, and then adding one-sixth volume of 1 M Tris-HCl (pH 8.3), such that the final solution contained $5 mg/ml particles and had a pH of 7.5. WT particles were acidified for 40 min, 2 h, or more than 72 h in order to generate EI-I/II particles with minimal crosslinks, $25% and $60% of the total complement of crosslinks, respectively. Each of these samples was then reneutralized in identical fashion. The same method of acidification followed by reneutralization was performed with K169Y, trpWT, and DEloop particles. Following reneutralization, a series of 5 s exposures at intervals ranging between 30 and 60 s were gathered for WT experiments. Due to the slower maturation kinetics, K169Y measurements were taken at 30-600 s intervals. A 60 s dead time preceded the first measurements due to the time required to mix the sample, load the sample cell, and reset the beamline hutch interlock.
SVD of time-resolved SAXS data was carried out as described previously (Lee et al., 2005) .
Time Course of Crosslink Formation assayed by SDS PAGE
Crosslink formation was assayed under conditions that paralleled those present in the time-resolved SAXS experiments, with the exception of lower protein concentration in the SDS-PAGE assays. A solution of 77 mg/ml WT P-II was diluted 350-fold into a 250 mM KCl, 50mM citrate (pH 3.9) buffer and incubated for 40 min at room temperature to convert the population of particles to EI-I. At 40 min, the entire EI-I solution volume was reneutralized by the addition of onesixth volume of 1 M Tris-HCl (pH 8.3). Under these conditions, the population takes tens of minutes to fully convert to H-II. Aliquots of the reneutralized particle solution were taken at 0.25-60 min intervals. At each time point, an aliquot was TCA-precipitated, washed with acetone, and the sample pellet was stored at À20
C. Once all of the time points were collected, each pellet was resuspended in a SDS-load buffer and analyzed by SDS-PAGE using a low-crosslink acrylamide gel (Duda, 1998) . P-II, EI-IV and H-II standards were processed similarly.
Pseudoatomic Model Refinement
Previous studies in which HK97 crystal structures were docked into moderateresolution cryo-EM maps found that the most physically reasonable model was obtained if the subunit coordinates were first converted to poly-alanine coordinates; this, in effect, accounts for the repacking of interfacial side chains (Gan et al., 2006). Thus, in composing the pseudoatomic model for the EI-I/II particle, the refined H-II subunit coordinates (Helgstrand et al., 2003) were converted to poly-alanine coordinates and manually fitted into a 14 Å (Jones et al., 1991) . Structural factors were calculated from the map, and the phases were used as the experimental target with the program CNS (Brunger et al., 2007; Brunger, 1998) . Rigid body refinement of the subunit core (A and P domains treated as a single entity) positions was done using data up to 25 Å resolution and then extended to 14 Å resolution. The E-loops (residues 155-175) and N-arms (residues 104-125) were not included in the first round of rigid body refinement because these subdomains exhibit conformational variability during maturation (Lee et al., 2004; Szymczyna et al., 2007) .
The resulting model and experimental map had a real-space correlation coefficient (RSCC) of 0.80. The model was used to mask out just the capsid electron density from the experimental map, which has noise in the solvent regions. This masked map was used to calculate new structure factors to 14 Å resolution and subjected to refinement as above. The resulting model exhibited somewhat disjointed interfacial packing with subunits offset from each other, particularly at the 3-fold and quasi-3-fold axes of symmetry. The refinement procedure was repeated over a range of magnifications of the EM map, and an optimal fit was found for a 1.3% magnification. This magnitude of magnification uncertainty is not uncommon in image reconstructed cryo-EM density maps (Rossmann, 2000) . The resulting model and experimental map had a RSCC of 0.85. The SAXS pattern calculated from this model also exhibited better agreement with the measured SAXS for EI-I/II particles ( Figure S2 ).
In a final round of refinement, the N-arms (residues 104-125) were manually repositioned into knobs of density on the internal surface of the capsid and then treated as independent entities during rigid-body refinement. This did not result in gross changes to the core domain positions but improved the model's fit to the EM map, with a RSCC of 0.88.
When the E-loops (residues 155-175) were fit as independent entities during refinement, they partially occupied the nubs of density in the EM map, which project outward from the surface and which have been attributed to the twostranded b sheet stems of uncrosslinked E-loops, whose outer tips are highly mobile (Ross et al., 2005) . These nubs of density do not, however, allow E-loop orientations to be uniquely determined.
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Introduction
Slowly but steadily, the resolution of single-particle reconstructions (see Frank, 2006) has improved, with particles of high symmetry (icosahedral viruses, GroEL) taking the lead. For instance, GroEL, having 14-fold symmetry, is now around 4 Å (Ludtke et al., 2008) , and two reoviruses have been solved to close-toatomic resolution (Yu et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2008) . While the electron-optical resolution of modern electron microscopes is well sufficient to achieve atomic resolution, the struggle to reach this goal faces extraordinary difficulties, especially in the absence of symmetries. If we assume a well-tuned instrument with high coherence, then the limiting factors are specimen stage instability, electrostatic charging effects, conformational heterogeneity, and strong background noise due to the low dose and the large amount of inelastic scattering in ice. There is undoubtedly room for improvement in the preparation of the specimen on the EM grid. For instance, thickness of ice has been identified as one of the factors determining the resolution of the reconstruction (Stagg et al., 2006) . However, once a suitable protocol has been found, and a data set has been collected, there are a large variety of ways to proceed toward a reconstruction. It is this latter problem that we have addressed with a large data set of ribosome images.
The problem can be phrased in terms of the optimization problem posed by the single-particle reconstruction from multiple projections with unknown angles (Yang et al., 2005) . This optimization problem is usually addressed by an iterative processing method, called angular refinement (Penczek et al., 1994) , in which alternately two different problems are solved, one being the orientation of the projections with reference to an existing density map, the other being the reconstruction of a density map from the projections set whose angles have been determined in the previous round (see the general formulation of this approach given in Yang et al., 2005) . It has been pointed out (Penczek et al., 1994) that this method will not necessarily result in the global solution. For this reason, there is room and promise for a heuristic exploration.
It is difficult to explore the various factors experimentally/computationally since angular refinement, the most time-consuming step, can take days or even weeks even on a computer cluster. The approach we have taken is to explore the various strategies with a smaller subset of the data first, then apply the strategy yielding the best solution we found to the full data set available. Obviously, despite efforts to perform the exploration systematically, it is in the nature of the problem that our study must fall far short of an exhaustive treatment.
Nevertheless, the study has resulted in a much superior density map of a ribosomal complex, 70SÁPhe-tRNA Phe ÁEF-TuÁGDPÁkir, than that reported before (Valle et al., 2002 (Valle et al., , 2003 . The quality of the map can be characterized by comparison of various components (ribosomal proteins or RNA) with X-ray structures, and is reflected by the experimental resolution in the range of 6.7 Å.
Investigation of variables limiting resolution
Principle and practice of resolution estimation
In order to investigate what processing method might lead to better results, we need to employ an appropriate measure of reconstruction quality. Conventionally, the Fourier shell correlation (FSC) curve (Saxton and Baumeister, 1982; Harauz and van Heel, 1986 ) is used, which is obtained by a comparison of reconstructions from randomly picked half-sets of the data set. However, we were frustrated in our initial analysis since the FSC curve as a whole (not just the figure derived from it by setting a threshold) responded only marginally to changes in processing that produced a strongly different visual appearance in the reconstruction. In other words, we lacked a quantitative confirmation for improvements in quality quite obvious to the eye.
We then discovered that the improvements were not reflected by the FSC since they affected only that part of the density map that was occupied by the reconstructed molecule. In contrast, the FSC as applied to the whole volume measured the reproducibility of the density map as a whole, including the surroundings of the molecule.
Briefly, in a density map obtained by 3D reconstruction, the reconstructed molecule is usually surrounded by speckles of density termed ''clutter." The clutter becomes strongly visible at lowered density threshold. It is generated by superposition of projection density exterior to the particle itself and carries a unique signature tied to the unique set of angles of the projections entering the reconstruction. Since the set of angles is different for the two half-sets, the clutter signature is irreproducible, leading to a steep falloff of the FSC for the periphery. Since the clutter occupies a relatively large portion of the total volume, it has a large effect on the resolution estimation. When resolution is measured by comparison of two half-set reconstructions, inconsistencies in the clutter will therefore lead to under-reported resolution. Using a similar rationale-to remove peripheral, disordered portions of the molecule structure- Stewart and coworkers (2000) introduced soft masking to obtain a more realistic resolution estimate for the resolution of the icosahedrally ordered viral capsid of Ad2 virus (for another example, see Andersen et al., 2006) . A smooth mask must be used, evidently, because application of a binary-valued mask to both reconstructions would lead to a false indication of reproducibility, resulting in a grossly over-reported resolution. The mask function which minimizes such artifacts for a global particle is a rotationally symmetric Gaussian mask, placed at the center of the particle, with a standard deviation corresponding to the particle radius.
The effect is demonstrated ( Fig. 1) with one of the reconstructions (Fig. 2G) to be presented below. When using a reduced density threshold, the clutter outside the molecule becomes apparent. Without use of the Gaussian mask, the resolution is 12.4 Å, while with this mask in place, the resolution improves to 10.1 Å. Investigation of the part of the volume that was rejected by the mask (i.e., accepted by the mask complement) with the FSC gives a resolution of 19.7 Å, confirming that the reproducibility is much worse at the peripheral part of the volume. (The resolution of $20 Å for the peripheral part of the volume may seem surprisingly high, but it is due to the fact that the soft mask complement inevitably catches some of the peripheral, well-reproducible ribosome mass).
A few tests with varying mask widths (±20% from the approximate radius of the ribosome, 130 Å) show that the reported resolution is to some extent, but not critically, dependent on the choice. By using the rule of Gaussian half-width = particle radius, we make sure that all nominal resolution figures for the ribosome are comparable. In the following, we therefore have used a half-width r = 130 Å throughout. Thus, for the purpose of this study, we give two resolution figures for each density map, the first with, and the second, in parentheses, without application of the Gaussian mask to both half-set reconstructions being compared by the Fourier shell correlation. In the course of the presentation, it will become clear that only the former figure is sensitive to the various choices of parameters and strategies, and that it may best reflect the reproducible overall resolution of the particle region of the EM density map (Table 1) .
Creation of the test data set
To determine which processing parameters affect resolution, a small test data set of 51,622 particles was created and processed using standard methods Shaikh et al., 2008a) to produce a baseline reconstruction. A sample of the complex described in Valle et al. (2003) and known to be quite stable was prepared (Grassucci et al., 2007a) and imaged on film in the standard manner (Grassucci et al., 2007b) .
To briefly summarize, the sample consisted of E. coli ribosome stalled in the pre-accommodation state after GTP hydrolysis with the antibiotic kirromycin. Another preparation of this sample was previously (Valle et al., 2003) found to have tRNA in both the E and P sites, with aa-tRNAÁEF-TuÁGDPÁkir also bound in greater than 70% of the ribosome population. Micrographs were recorded at low-dose conditions on an FEI Tecnai F30 Polara electron microscope operated with an accelerating voltage of 300 kV, a magnifica- tion of $38,000Â, and with the specimen cooled to liquid-nitrogen temperature (80 K). The micrographs were scanned with a Z/I Photoscan 2000 (Z/I Imaging Corp., Huntsville, Alabama) with a step size of 7 lm, resulting in a pixel size of 1.86 Å on the object scale.
Image processing was performed as described (Shaikh et al., 2008a) , with modifications described below. Prior to particle selection, all digitized micrographs were decimated by a factor of 2 using the SPIDER ''DC S" command, resulting in a pixel size of 3.76 Å on the object scale. Digitized micrographs were grouped according to their defocus values into 12 defocus groups, with average defocus values ranging from 2.41 to 3.89 lm. The average range within a defocus group was 57 nm, and the maximum range 97 nm. This rather coarse grouping was chosen initially for expediency as it reduces the total number of refinement cycles in the test calculations. Defocus groups with narrower ranges were taken later on with the larger, undecimated data set (see below). Particle selection started in the standard fashion (Shaikh et al., 2008a) including automated particle windowing from digitized micrographs (Rath and Frank, 2004; Roseman, 2004) . After a 3D projection alignment of windowed particles to 83 projection views of a known reference (Penczek et al., 1994; Gabashvili et al., 2000) created using an angular spacing of 15°, aligned particles were chosen by using classification (Roseman, 2004; Shaikh et al., 2008b) . Briefly, particles that best match a given reference projection are low-pass filtered and are subjected to correspondence analysis. Factorial coordinates from correspondence analysis are then used to classify the filtered particles via the K-means algorithm for each reference view. Particles are then selected either individually or as an entire class. The total number of particles used was 51,622, with a window size of 97 Â 97 pixels, and this data set will be referred to as Data Set 1. Image processing continued in the standard manner (Shaikh et al., 2008a) , resulting in an initial 3D reconstruction with a resolution of 10.7 Å (11.9 Å) using a cutoff of 0.5 in the Fourier shell correlation (FSC) curve ( Fig. 2A) .
A cycle of angular refinement is defined in the following way: defocus group reconstructions from the previous cycle are merged and CTF-corrected, to yield an intermediate reconstruction. This reconstruction is used as a 3D reference to refine data from each defocus group. For this purpose, to maximize the correlation signal, the 3D reference is first modified (via Fourier relationship) with the CTF of the current defocus group. In this manner, a new set of alignment parameters and Eulerian angles is obtained for each defocus group, and a new reconstruction is computed for each.
Several cycles of angular refinement were performed, gradually restricting the angular search range from completely unrestricted to 5°. Midway through the refinement the step size of the angular search was reduced from 2°to 1.5° (Shaikh et al., 2008a) . One of the parameters tested in the refinement was the mode of amplitude enhancement. Such enhancement is used to bring the average experimental amplitudes in each shell of the 3D Fourier transform to the level of low-angle solution scattering data (Gabashvili et al., 2000) . This enhancement is normally used at the very end of the refinement (Gabashvili et al., 2000) but it has also lately been used after every iteration of the refinement (e.g., Connell et al., 2007) . In this mode, the intermediate reconstruction from the previous step is first amplitude-enhanced before the individual CTFs are applied to it.
The idea of applying the enhancement after every step is that the accuracy of alignment may be enhanced due to the higher weight of high spatial frequencies in the correlation expressions. However, a concern and possible disadvantage is that the concurrent amplification of noise may result in erratic alignment errors. For Data Set 1, we used the repeated amplitude enhancement option, each time filtering the resulting density map to the nominal resolution calculated with the FSC = 0.5 cutoff. After 11 iterations of refinement, a final reconstruction from Data Set 1 was obtained with a resolution of 9.4 Å (10.2 Å) at 0.5 FSC (Fig. 2B) . In the following, this reconstruction will be referred to as Reconstruction 1.
Examination of the effect of pixel size
According to sampling theory, a continuous signal can be represented faithfully by a set of discrete samples if the signal is sampled at a rate of at least twice the signal's highest spatial frequency. In digital image processing, numerical errors make it necessary to use at least a factor of 3 instead (see Frank, 2006) . With a sampling rate of 3.76 Å per pixel, the highest resolution possible from the decimated micrographs used in Data Set 1 is therefore somewhere in the range between 7.5 and 11.3 Å. Since the resolution of Reconstruction 1 was toward the end of this range (9.4 Å (10.2 Å)), the micrograph decimation was thought to be likely a limiting factor. The initial reconstruction of the test data set was therefore redone using the non-decimated, raw micrograph data.
The micrographs had originally been scanned at 7 lm, resulting in arrays with 1.86 Å per pixel. The positions of the final $52,000 particles within their respective source micrographs were already known from the creation of Data Set 1 using the decimated micrographs. Using this information, and multiplying each coordinate by 2 to compensate for the initial decimation, it was possible to window each particle from the non-decimated micrographs with high precision. The new non-decimated particles were contained in arrays of 195 Â 195 pixels. This data set will be referred to as Data Set 2. A new initial 3D reconstruction was created using Data Set 2 and the final refined alignment angles, rotations, and translations from the processing that led to Reconstruction 1. The resulting initial reconstruction (i.e., using the initial coarse angular grid of 15°) had a resolution of 9.9 Å (10.9 Å) (Fig. 2C) .
Because this initial reconstruction was created using refined alignment information, the use of a large angular search range during the subsequent refinement was considered superfluous. The first two angular search ranges, unrestricted and 15°, were therefore not employed in this instance. After nine iterations of refinement, using amplitude enhancement after each iteration as described previously, the resolution of the refined density map went to 9.4 Å (10.3 Å) at FSC = 0.5 (Fig. 2D ). This density map will be referred to as Reconstruction 2. Thus, after comparable efforts in image processing and refinement, doubling the micrograph's sampling resolution by switching to the non-decimated data set produced a nominal resolution improvement of merely 0.05 Å (0.01 Å), which is insignificant. This leads to the conclusion that with the limited (N $ 52,000) data set used in the test, the two-fold coarser sampling, at 3.72 Å per pixel, is not a resolution-limiting factor.
Examination of the effect of the mode of amplitude enhancement
To investigate the effect of the iterative use of amplitude enhancement, the processing of Data Set 2 was repeated without employing it. The density map used as the initial reference was the 9.9-Å reconstruction from Data Set 2. Refinement processing for Data Set 2 was repeated as before, without the procedure of amplitude enhancement and low-pass filtering between each iteration that was used to obtain Reconstruction 2. The density map resulting from this processing method will be referred to as Reconstruction 3. According to the FSC = 0.5 cutoff, the refined map of Reconstruction 3 had a nominal resolution of 8.9 Å (10.1 Å) (Fig. 2E ). Thus, with otherwise identical steps of image processing, the addition of iterative amplitude enhancement decreased the resolution achieved with this data set by $0.5 Å (0.2 Å). We conclude from this result that the application of amplitude enhancement after each iteration of angular refinement produced no benefit; on the contrary, it reduced the final resolution significantly.
All final reconstructions were routinely amplitude-enhanced, following the protocol spelled out by Gabashvili et al. (2000) : by boosting their Fourier amplitudes so that they conformed to the amplitude profile measured by low-angle X-ray solution scattering of a 70S ribosome sample. As application of a final mere multiplicative factor, this correction has no effect on resolution.
Examination of the effect of the window size
The choice of window size affects the CTF correction in a complicated way, which requires a brief explanation. There exist two different strategies for CTF correction. Following one strategy, the digitized micrographs are CTF-corrected before any additional processing is done, the other where uncorrected data are processed and corrected at the very end Zhu et al., 1997; Gabashvili et al., 2000) . We routinely use the second strategy, for various reasons which mostly have to do with the numerical behavior of filters for low SNR (see Frank, 2006) . This strategy requires that the window containing the particle include sufficient surrounding background, equivalent in size to the range of the point-spread function placed on the boundary of the particle. For high defocus values, the radius of the point-spread function can be 10 Å and even more. Calculations on phantom data (unpublished results) were performed to determine the minimum window size needed to capture all information required in the CTF correction.
Based on these findings another data set, Data Set 3, was created. The particles for this data set were windowed with a size of 275 Â 275 pixels (corresponding to 511 Â 511 Å, in contrast to 363 Â 363 Å for the smaller non-decimated window size) from the non-decimated micrographs. By applying the final alignment data from the refinement that created Reconstruction 1, the initial reconstruction of Data Set 3 was created. The initial reconstruction had a nominal resolution of 10.6 Å (14.8 Å) (Fig. 2F) . Using identical steps of image processing, the use of a larger particle window size led to a deterioration of the resolution by $0.7 Å ($3.9 Å), when compared to the initial reconstruction of Reconstruction 3 (see Discussion). Refinement of this data set proceeded in a manner similar to the refinement of Reconstruction 3; one refinement of nine iterations was used without repeated amplitude enhancement. The nominal resolution (FSC = 0.5) of this refined density map, Reconstruction 4, was 10.1 Å (12.4 Å) (Fig. 2G) .
Application of reconstruction strategy to the large data set
To reiterate, image processing on the non-decimated Data Set 2 without iterative amplitude enhancement produced a refined reconstruction, Reconstruction 3, with the best nominal resolution (8.9 Å (10.1 Å). To capitalize on the findings, another, larger data set of $132,000 particles was then recorded for the same specimen with higher magnification, and image processing was used similarly as in the creation of Reconstruction 1. The larger data set was processed using two rounds of refinement without amplitude enhancement and successively smaller pixel sizes, similar to the way Reconstruction 3 had been obtained. The use of different pixel sizes within the same refinement protocol, proceeding from coarse (or decimated) to fine (or ''raw"), was adopted in order to accelerate the processing. For this reason, we quote CPU times separately for both steps of the reconstruction procedure.
Initial reconstruction and first refinement
The biological sample used was identical to the one used in the creation of the Data Set 1 (Valle et al., 2003) . Micrographs were recorded in a similar manner as for Data Set 1, except with the increased magnification of $58,000Â. In this experiment, a provision was made to reduce electron backscatter and thereby reduce the fog level, by backing the film used to record the images by an extra film. This provision requires a brief explanation: film cassettes by the manufacturer of the electron microscope were originally developed for 100 kV. These cassettes have steel backing. For this voltage, and even up to 200 kV, backscattering is minimal, and no problems due to the increase in fog level arise. Use of such cassettes becomes problematic, however, when the acceleration voltage reaches 300 kV, the voltage used in the experiment. To minimize this effect, before cassettes without metal backing were available, we placed an extra film behind the recording film.
The micrographs were scanned using a sampling of 7 microns on a Z/I Photoscan 2000 (Z/I Imaging Corp, Huntsville, Alabama) resulting in a pixel size of 1.20 Å on the object scale. Digitized micrographs were organized into 92 defocus groups with average defocus values ranging from 1.20 to 4.52 lm. The average defocus range within a defocus group was 164 nm, with a maximum range of 348 nm. The envelope function corresponding to this maximum defocus range falls off to $50% at the spatial frequency corresponding to 6.7 Å; thus, although the choice of defocus grouping does contribute to the final resolution limitation, it is not the decisive factor.
The first steps of image processing were chosen similar to the steps used in creating Data Set 1, except for differences outlined below. A decimation factor of 3Â resulted in a pixel size of 3.6 Å, which was used for the initial reconstruction and the first round of refinement. Particle picking and alignment proceeded as before for creation of the Data Set 1, resulting in 131,599 particles with a window size of 103 Â 103 pixels, corresponding to 371 Â 371 Å on the object scale. The initial reconstruction was obtained in the standard manner, with a resolution of 10.7 Å (13.8 Å) at FSC = 0.5 (Fig. 3A) . Refinement of this initial reconstruction was continued for 11 iterations without the use of repeated amplitude enhancement. The final density map after refinement had a nominal resolution of 8.7 Å (9.3 Å) (Fig. 3B ). This refinement was performed on a Beowulf cluster using 35 nodes (1.6 GHz dual-core, dual Opteron; 4 cores per node) in less than 125 h.
Non-decimated data set and second refinement
In a manner similar to that used to create Reconstruction 3, a new non-decimated data set was created. The $132,000 particles were windowed from non-decimated micrographs while compensating for the previous three-fold decimation. The window size used was 309 Â 309 pixels.
The initial reconstruction for this refinement was based on the non-decimated data set, and the alignment information from the final iteration of the three-fold decimated data set refinement. The initial reconstruction immediately had a resolution of 8.3 Å (9.4 Å) at FSC = 0.5 (Fig. 3C) . Refinement continued through 10 iterations in total, producing a density map with a resolution of 7.7 Å (8.7 Å) at FSC = 0.5 (Fig. 3D ). The refinement required less than 724 h to conclude, on a Beowulf cluster of 27 nodes.
Small-angle refinement was initiated using this 8.7-Å density map as a reference. Small-angle refinement operates functionally identical to 'standard' refinement, except that the angular search range is restricted to 2°and the angular step size used is 0.5°. The small-angle refinement was allowed to proceed for seven iterations, requiring approximately 920 h on a 48-node cluster, and resulting in a final map with a resolution of 7.5 Å (8.4 Å) (Fig. 3E ). This final map will be referred to as the ''High-resolution Reconstruction."
Estimation of resolution using extrapolation
The estimation of resolution via Fourier shell correlation is based on a comparison of two reconstructions from randomly picked half-sets of the total particle set. Because of this fact, the resolution is usually underestimated since the total set has better statistics than either half-set (see Frank, 2006) . It is however possible to estimate the ''true" resolution for the full data set by extrapolation from multiple resolution tests with increasing numbers of particles, up to the total number in the data set. We have indications, to be detailed in the following section, that this estimation by extrapolation is justified.
To estimate the ''true" resolution through extrapolation, five resolution tests were performed, each with a different number of particles. Half-set reconstructions were either left unmasked or were masked using a Gaussian mask with r = 130 Å. , where d denotes the resolution distance (i.e., the distance corresponding to the spatial frequency where FSC = 0.5) and N the number of particles. This behavior was previously confirmed in other studies (e.g., Liu et al., 2007) . Tentatively, the data appear to follow two regimes, with B = 560 Å 2 and B = 300 Å 2 , respectively. Extrapolation to the total number present in the data set (131,599 particles) along the latter line would yield 6.7 Å (7.6 Å) (Fig. 4) . However, due to measurement errors in the reported FSC resolution, fitting of the data by a single straight line may be more realistic, and in that case the extrapolation would yield a slightly different value, 7 Å.
Based on the results of this estimation, we filtered the high-resolution reconstruction to 6.7 Å. We then applied amplitude correction using an empirical curve obtained by low-angle X-ray scattering of 70S E. coli ribosomes in solution which extends to 8 Å (Gabashvili et al., 2000) . To deal with the extra span between 8 and 6.7 Å, we used a simple polynomial extrapolation. This empirically-guided correction should be more accurate than a correction via negative B-factor (Frank, 2006) .
The ribosome at 6.7 Å resolution: a preliminary assessment
Compared to the previously published cryo-EM map of the E. coli ribosome from an identical specimen (Valle et al., 2003) , at a resolution of 10.3 Å resolution (FSC = 0.5), the new map (Fig. 5A ) represents a significant advance. A comparison with Xray structures of the E. coli ribosome (Schuwirth et al., 2005 )-albeit in a different state-enables us to assess how individual components such as peripheral ribosomal proteins, A-form RNA helices, and tRNA are rendered (Fig. 5B) . Of high interest is finally the additional detail observed in the interactions among EF-Tu, GDP, aminoacyl-tRNA, and the ribosome, which advances our understanding of the tRNA selection step during decoding (see Valle et al., 2002 Valle et al., , 2003 Frank et al., 2005; Sengupta et al., in preparation) . While a more detailed evaluation of the new map using molecular-dynamics fitting (Trabuco et al., 2008 ) is pending (Sengupta et al., in preparation) , some preliminary observations are provided in the following.
The best indicator of the quality and effective resolution of the map is provided by observation of known features. In addition to the more prominent appearance of major and minor grooves in double-helical rRNA, other secondary structural features are identifiable in the 6.7-Å map. To demonstrate some of these features, close-up views of 16S rRNA helices 16 and 17 situated at the shoulder region of the small subunit, and 5S rRNA of the large subunit are provided (Fig. 6) . In addition to regions of the map filtered to the nominal resolution (Butterworth filter with start and stop at ±0.05 around the spatial frequency (in Nyquist units) corresponding to 6.7 Å), we show the same regions filtered with a Butterworth filter starting at 6.7 Å and extending to $4 Å, with the half-width of the filter lying in the vicinity of 5 Å.
These density regions of the cryo-EM map can be compared with density maps generated by converting the coordinates of these regions taken from the crystal structure of the E. coli 70S ribosome (PDB code 2AVY or 2AW7 for 30S; 2AW4 or 2AWB for 50S; Schuwirth et al., 2005) , and filtering them to the same resolution. All molecular surfaces are solid, without interruption by spikes or other noisy features. The fact that the molecular features are discernable with comparable definition as in the X-ray map filtered to the same resolution gives us confidence that the method of resolution estimation, by extrapolation from the half-set to the full data set, is well justified.
In helix 16 of 16S rRNA, an 'interior loop' region (marked with an arrow in Fig. 7A ) is clearly visible. Another example for molecular features visible with high definition is a very unique fold in the 5S rRNA structure, marked with an asterisk in Fig. 7C . Similarly, enlarged views of protein S6 at the platform of small subunit, and protein L6 near the factor-binding region of the large subunit manifest distinct features of alpha-helical and beta-sheeted regions previously not visible (Fig. 6 B and D) . In addition, a comparison with the crystal structures reveals local conformational changes in the rRNA helices and intra-domain rearrangements in individual proteins-changes that must be attributed to differences in the functional state between the ribosome in the crystal (as shown by X-ray crystallography) and in solution (by cryo-EM).
Of particular interest in this complex is the binding interaction between the ribosome and the aa-tRNAÁEF-TuÁGDPÁkir ternary complex. An inspection of the ligand density in the map (viewed with the crystal structure [PDB code 1OB2] previously fitted into the lower-resolution map of the identical complex (Valle et al., 2003) ) (Fig. 7) indicates a much better definition of the alpha helices (see domain I) and beta-sheeted (see domain III) regions of EF-Tu. Furthermore, this map demonstrates densities with distinct features corresponding to the nucleotide (bound to domain I, close to the sarcin-ricin loop; Fig. 7A ), and the antibiotic kirromycin (at the interface of domain I and III; Fig. 7B ), in contrast to the lower resolution map where densities corresponding to these molecules were inseparable from the rest of the ligand mass. It is a further reflection of the high quality of the map that phosphorus atoms show up as ''bumps" at the expected places along the phosphate backbones of RNA when the low-pass filter is further opened to 5 Å (Fig. 6) . For each of these components, an inset shows same structure from the E. coli X-ray coordinates (Schuwirth et al., 2005) for comparison. Atomic coordinates were converted to density maps at 6.7 Å resolution (PDB codes 30S: 2AVY, 50S: 2AW4). 
Discussion
Resolution determination
One caveat that was reaffirmed in this study is that the FSC computed for the whole volume of the reconstruction consistently underestimates the resolution of the molecule reconstructed, and that it should be applied, instead, to a soft-masked version of the density map. Without this measure, it is virtually impossible to gauge the effects of image processing parameters on the reconstruction quality. While soft masking was introduced by Stewart et al. (2000) as a means to suppress irreproducible parts of the molecule in the resolution estimation, we would like to point out that in addition, reconstruction artifacts unrelated to the molecule structure are intrinsically irreproducible in a single-particle reconstruction, due to the fact that the sets of angles do not exactly match in two randomly drawn half-sets.
Standardized data set
The creation of a standardized data set is an important step in the current and future development and optimization of image processing algorithms. The biological sample was selected because it is known to be quite homogeneous, from the fact that it could be previously reconstructed to high resolution without resorting to classification (Valle et al., 2003) .
Effect of pixel size
The pixel size was changed during the course of refinement, from ''decimated" to ''raw," in order to accelerate the computation. As expected, the non-decimated data lead to improved resolution. However, we found that the transfer of alignment parameters from a coarsely-to a finely-sampled data set can be done without a setback in resolution. Thus, the strategy of doing the refinement in 2 parts, first with a decimated version of the data set, then with the finely sampled data set and jump-starting with the alignment parameters of the first part was successful.
Effect of amplitude enhancement
Our results indicate that that refinement with amplitude enhancement in each step brings no benefit, but rather, the resolution deteriorates slightly. We used a filter that boosts the Fourier amplitudes to the values reported by low-angle X-ray scattering (Gabashvili et al., 2000) in each step. The resulting final map had resolution worse than the map in which no amplitude enhancement was used. The stated purpose of increasing Fourier amplitudes after each iteration is to increase the contribution of high spatial frequencies in the 3D projection alignment, which should translate into higher resolution of the density map. This result suggests that the concomitant amplification of noise in the high spatial frequency range counteracts the putative improvement.
Effect of window size
The final variable examined was particle window size. This was to determine if larger windows, and therefore information within the total reach of the point-spread function, would improve resolution. The standard particle window size used for Reconstructions 2 and 3 was 195 Â 195 pixels, corresponding to 363 Â 363 Å on the object scale. Our larger window size was 275 Â 275 pixels, corresponding to 511 Â 511 Å on the object scale. This window size was chosen because it would be adequate to capture high spatial frequency information contained in the side ripples of the pointspread function, according to our simulations (unpublished). In comparable refinements where the only variable modified was particle window size, Reconstructions 3 and 4, the nominal resolution deteriorated by $2.3 Å when the larger window size was used. Even with the Gaussian mask applied to the larger window size, the resolution was significantly worse than for the smaller window. Our results show that, judged by the resolution criterion, the effect of the side ripples of the point spread function beyond the 363 Â 363 Å box is negligible. We can explain the deterioration of nominal resolution both with and without soft masking by the extra amount of clutter admitted by the larger window.
Resolution by extrapolation to the full data set
The curve of ln(Nd) versus 1/d 2 is seen to follow two regimes, with an improved B-factor toward higher particle numbers. Since the subsets were drawn randomly, with equal representations of the defocus groups, the result cannot be explained as an effect of statistical bias. However, as demonstrated by comparison with the X-ray data, the resolution estimated on the basis of the extrapolation from half to full data set is borne out by the molecular features visualized. In some portions of the ribosome, these features appear even crisper and more informative than in the X-ray map. Surprisingly, phosphate atoms are visible in a 5-Å version of the map, not just as undulations along the backbone (as expected when solely the information on the 6-to 6.5-Å distance along the backbone were transmitted) but by distinct bumps, showing that there exists valid structural information up to 5 Å.
Conclusions
Our exploration of parameters and processing methods that might lead to improved results has produced a density map of the ribosome with greatly improved resolution and definition, compared with previously published maps. As has been pointed out, this study falls far short of a systematic exploration of a wide range of options, which might produce even better results but would require much larger computational expenditures. The new biologically relevant information contained in the ribosome map will be expounded elsewhere. The appearance of phosphorus atoms along the phosphate backbone on the map when limited to 5 Å resolution indicates the presence of information well beyond the FSC = 0.5 cutoff, although we can say for sure that the signal-tonoise ratio at this spatial frequency falls short of the SNR = 1 cutoff (see Malhotra et al., 1998; Rosenthal and Henderson, 2003) . In the course of our inquiry, we confirmed the validity of a relationship initially postulated by Rosenthal and Henderson (2003) , which may allow extrapolation to the full data set as well as the prediction of the minimum data collection requirements toward a more ambitious target resolution. (Frank et al., 1996) was used for all image processing. The visualization of some figures was done using IRIS Explorer (Numerical Algorithm Group, Downers, IL). For molecular modeling, Pymol (DeLano Scientific, San Carlos, CA) was used.
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Streptavidin crystals as nanostructured supports and image-calibration references for cryo-EM data collection
Introduction
Membrane proteins are involved in many essential biological processes, such as ion and solute transport, energy conversion, and cell signaling. Despite their pivotal roles, only about 170 unique membrane protein structures have been identified (Raman et al., 2006) , as compared with over 46,000 known structures for soluble proteins, due to the difficulty of forming crystals for Xray or electron crystallography. Recently, single-particle electron cryomicroscopy (cryo-EM) has been used to study structures of membrane proteins solubilized in detergents. With the use of detergents, however, there always arises the question of whether the native conformation is maintained.
A natural way to preserve the native conformation of membrane proteins for structural study is to reconstitute them into liposomes (lipid vesicles). The resulting proteoliposomes are applied to perforated carbon films, fast-frozen and imaged using cryo-EM, and we expect that the three-dimensional structure can be reconstructed from the cryo-EM images (Jiang et al., 2001) .
During our attempts to image proteoliposomes, we found that there were two technical difficulties. First, the density of proteoliposomes varies with ice thickness and adsorptive forces, so that they are found predominantly near the edges of holes in the perforated carbon film where the quality of acquired images is poor. Second, when only microgram quantities of the membrane protein are available, the proteoliposome concentration is low and few images are obtained. Inspired by the immobilization of biotinylated DNA on two-dimensional (2D) streptavidin crystals (Crucifix et al., 2004) , we sought to use these crystals to tether proteoliposomes decorated with biotinylated lipids, which will be valuable to increase the proteoliposome density in acquired cryo-EM images.
Streptavidin, synthesized by Streptomyces avidinii, is a 15 kDa protein of 159 residues (Sano et al., 1995) . It is proteolyzed naturally at both ends, and the most stable and well-studied form of this protein (called core-streptavidin) contains 125-127 residues. The atomic structure was first determined independently by Weber et al. (1989) and Hendrickson et al. (1989) using X-ray diffraction. Other forms (full length, biotin-bound complex, and mutants) have been studied extensively by X-ray diffraction (Freitag et al., 1997; Freitag et al., 1999; Izrailev et al., 1997) and by electron crystallography (Avila-Sakar and Chiu, 1996; Darst et al., 1991; Kubalek et al., 1991; Le Trong et al., 2006; Wang et al., 1999) . The crystal structures show that the protein is a homotetramer of identical subunits with a D2 symmetry. Each subunit contains a b-barrel with the biotin-binding site located at one end. The 2D crystal has a unit cell with a = b = 8.23 nm, and c = 90° (Avila-Sakar and Chiu, 1996) . Due to the mirror symmetry in the projection map, the reflection spots with indices h + k = 2n + 1 are absent; thus in projection the crystal appears to have a square lattice with a = b = 5.82 nm and c = 90°. We use these parameters in analyzing our projection images. The 2D streptavidin crystal has been shown to be readily picked up by an EM grid coated with a holey carbon film (Avila-Sakar and Chiu, 1996; Crucifix et al., 2004; Kubalek et al., 1991) , and crystal sizes up to a few lm 2 have been observed (Crucifix et al., 2004; Kubalek et al., 1991) . Crystals fast-frozen in vitreous ice show electron diffraction to atomic resolution (Avila-Sakar and Chiu, 1996) , and the 2D crystals can also serve as tethering surfaces, for example for tethering of biotinylated DNA molecules (Crucifix et al., 2004) . These authors demonstrated that the crystal information can be removed computationally, allowing 3D models to be obtained by single-particle reconstruction to a resolution of 3 nm.
In the experiments described here, we use this 2D crystal as a nano-support and a tethering template for liposomes, and as a built-in reference for the calibration of the image formation process.
Methods
Growth of 2D streptavidin crystals
Streptavidin was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Biotinylated dipalmitoyl-phosphatidyethanolamine (biotin-DPPE) and dioleyl-phosphatidlycholine (DOPC) (Avanti, Alabaster, AL) were used as received. Two-dimensional streptavidin crystals were grown at room temperature using a procedure similar to that described by Kubalek et al.(1991) . Sixty-seven microliters of Tris buffer (150 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris, pH 7.0) containing 0.05-0.40 mg/ml of streptavidin was deposited in a micro-well formed by a polypropylene PCR tube cap. Then 0.5-1.5 ll of a 0.5 mg/ml chloroform/ hexane (1:1) solution of biotin-DPPE and DOPC, at a mass ratio of 1:4, was spread on the surface of the protein solution. The PCR caps were placed in a humid chamber and kept at room temperature for 2-20 h. A standard 400-mesh EM grid coated with a perforated carbon film made by the stamping method (Chester et al., 2007) , was washed with hexane and dried in air for an hour, and then was placed onto the surface of a well for one minute. It was withdrawn, washed with three droplets (25 ll) of Tris buffer, and was either negatively stained or frozen for examination by electron microscopy.
Preparation and tethering of liposomes
Diphytanoyl phosphatidylcholine (DPhPC) (Avanti, Alabaster, AL) was used as received. DPhPC and biotin-DPPE (3600:1 mol/ mol) were mixed in chloroform, dried under nitrogen, and re-hydrated in Hepes-buffered KCl solution (135 mM KCl, 5 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 10 mM HEPES, pH = 7.4) to a concentration of 2.9 mg/ml. The lipid suspension was frozen and thawed 10 times, and extruded through an 80-nm polycarbonate membrane filter (Whatman) using a Lipex TM extruder (Northern Lipids Inc.) (Mayer et al., 1986) . We expect there to be about 16 biotin-DPPE molecules in each 80 nm liposome. To obtain highly spherical liposomes, we swelled them by repeated osmotic shocks, adding water to the liposome suspension (11%, 14%, 18%, 24%, and 33% of the original volume) at 1 h intervals at room temperature.
After the 2D streptavidin crystal was transferred to the perforated carbon film, the crystal was incubated with liposome suspensions for 0.5-16 min, depending on the desired liposome density on the grid. Then the grid was washed with two droplets (25 ll) of 2 times diluted Hepes-buffered KCl solution and one droplet (25 ll) of 3 times diluted Hepes-buffered KCl solution, after which either a negative stain or cryo-EM sample was prepared. For negative stain, 2% uranyl acetate was applied to the sample and blotted away after 1 min. For a cryo-EM sample, the grid was side-blotted briefly to remove excess KCl solution, and then 6 ll of 5 times diluted HEPES-buffered KCl solution was applied to the grid, and blotted away for 2-5 s using a slip of filter paper (Whatman) at room temperature. The specimen was rapidly frozen by plunging into liquid ethane and stored in liquid nitrogen.
EM imaging
Images of liposomes within the holes in the carbon film were taken at Brandeis University using a Tecnai F30 microscope at 300 keV with a 30 lm objective aperture and a Gatan Imaging Filter (GIF). The electron dose for each exposure was 1000-3000 e/ nm 2 . Images were taken at 50,000 magnification and 0.2-4.5 lm defocus, and recorded on the GIF 2K Â 2K UltraScan 1000 FT (Frame Transfer) camera with an effective pixel size of 0.253 nm. Some data were taken at Yale University using a Tecnai F20 electron microscope at 200 keV using a 20 or 30 lm objective aperture.
The dose for each exposure was about 2000 e/nm 2 . Images were taken at 25,000 or 50,000 magnification and 2.0-3.3 lm defocus and recorded on Kodak SO-163 film. Negatives were scanned with a Zeiss SCAI film scanner to an effective pixel size of 0.28 nm.
MD simulations of the solvated streptavidin crystal
MD simulations of the streptavidin crystal were performed on the Bulldog-I computer cluster at Yale University using NAMD2.6 (Kale et al., 1999) with version 27 of the CHARMM force field. The structure of a streptavidin monomer was obtained from the atomic coordinates (PDB code: 1STP). However, because the quaternary structure of the tetramer in 2D crystals differs from that in 3D crystals, we constructed a tetramer (Fig. 1A) by docking monomers to match the high-resolution projection map of the 2D crystal (Avila-Sakar and Chiu, 1996) . Water molecules (TIP3) were added around the tetramer to a thickness of about 2 nm in all directions: in total 23,260 water molecules were added, resulting in a system of 76,765 atoms in a cubic box with periodic boundaries. After energy minimization with a conjugate gradient for 10,000 steps, the system was subjected to 0.5 ns of constant pressure and temperature (NPT) simulations (1 fs per integration step) at 1 bar and 300 K using the Nosé-Hoover method. The cutoff distance for van der Waals interactions was 1.2 nm, with the pair list distance extended to 1.35 nm. The long-range full electrostatic interactions were evaluated every time step using the particle mesh Ewald method. Harmonic constraints were applied to maintain the tetramer structure, while the water molecules were allowed to move freely. The mean number-density of each atom type was obtained by averaging the trajectories of the last 0.2 ns of the simulation.
From the projection q i ( x, y) of the atom density along the z direction we computed the neutral-atom phase shift / n (units of mrad) of electrons passing through the specimen according to
Here V i is the spatially integrated, shielded coulomb potential for an isolated, neutral-atom (V i = 0. 025, 0.130, 0.108, 0.097, and 0.267 V nm 3 for hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and phosphorous, respectively, calculated from published parameters (Kirkland, 1998) ); and the interaction parameter r e describes the first-order dependence of the electron phase on the projected electrostatic potential (7.3 and 6.5 mrad/V nm for 200 and 300 keV electrons, respectively) (Kirkland, 1998) . The resulting projection maps (Fig. 1B and C) are used as a model for one unit cell of the crystal. The average internal potential is 5.6 and 7.1 V, which for 300 keV electrons results in an electron phase shift of 36.5 and 46.2 mrad/nm of path length for the water and protein regions, respectively. In total, there is about 48 mrad more electron phase shift for an electron passing through the 5 nm thick streptavidin protein region than through the neighboring water region.
Calibration of the image formation process
In cryo-EM, the image intensity is a reflection of the electron phase shift due to electrostatic potentials, including the internal potentials of the atoms in the specimen. In the weak-phase approximation, the Fourier transform Î(s) of the image intensity I(x, y) is most readily expressed in terms of the two-dimensional spatial frequency s, aŝ IðsÞ ¼Î 0 ½dðsÞ þ 2mðsÞcðsÞ/ðsÞ ð2Þ whereÎ 0 is the mean image intensity and d(s) is the two-dimensional Dirac delta function. The function/ (s) is the Fourier transform of the specimen's spatially varying electron phase shift / (x, y). In the weak-phase approximation, this is the same as the quantum mechanical electron scattering amplitude. The ''weakphase" CTF c also depends on the magnitude s of the spatial frequency s according to The scaling factor m is theoretically equal to 1, but in practice it takes a smaller value and varies with spatial frequency; we model it as
where B is the overall amplitude decay factor; it corresponds to the ''temperature factor" used in X-ray crystallography, but numerically is one-fourth the value of the latter.
Determination of CTF parameters
Two methods were used to estimate the defocus and other parameters of the contrast-transfer function (CTF). When a region of carbon film was captured in a cryo-EM image, the CTF parameters were obtained by fits to circularly averaged image power spectra from this region under the assumption that the amorphous carbon is an object with constant power spectrum in the spatial frequency range of 1/3-1 nm
À1
. The fit was performed with a Matlab program, and because it assumed no astigmatism, only images with no visible astigmatism were used. From images containing streptavidin crystal, the defocus Dz was determined by minimizing the total number of computed reflections having the wrong phases compared with the atomic model of the 2D crystal. The B factors were determined using Eq. (4) under the assumption that the overall amplitude decay accounts for the decrease of m with spatial frequency. All image processing and other calculations were done in the Matlab programming environment.
Results
Tethering of liposomes
As shown in Fig. 2A , liposomes adsorb to the carbon film and are excluded from the center of the holes in typical cryo-EM samples. To produce a homogeneous distribution of liposomes, 2D streptavidin crystals were employed as a nano-support. As shown in Fig.  2B , POPC liposomes doped with a few biotin-DPPE molecules distributed uniformly over the holes in a perforated carbon film. The crystalline support has a thickness of about 7 nm including the streptavidin and lipids (Fig. 2C) , which is thinner than conventional ''ultra-thin" carbon films (Gao et al., 2002) . Furthermore, the scattering from this substrate is in a periodic rather than random pattern, so that the information can be computationally removed. The overall effect is reduced background noise from the support film.
Another benefit of the nano-support arises from the essentially irreversible binding between the 2D crystal and the biotin-DPPE molecules in the liposomes. By varying the incubation time between the liposome suspension and the crystal, the surface density of liposomes can be adjusted as desired (Fig. 3) . This is essential for the study of membrane proteins reconstituted into liposomes. Usually, it is difficult to produce large quantities of membrane proteins, resulting in proteoliposome suspensions with low concentrations. The high specific binding enhances the attachment of proteoliposomes onto the nano-support, allowing smaller quantities of reconstituted protein to be used. Compared with a glow discharged carbon film, the average surface density of liposomes was about 2 times higher on the 2D crystal (Fig. 3F) . -Sakar and Chiu, 1996) , also shown in (F), Gaussianfiltered with a half power at 1/1.3 nm
À1
. The images are 5.82 nm square.
Optimization of crystal growth conditions
Successful use of the 2D crystals depends on the fulfillment of several requirements. Firstly, the crystals have to cover most of the EM grid, so that they will be present in most micrographs. Secondly, the crystal domain size must be large enough in order to have a uniform crystalline pattern in each $2 lm-diameter hole.
Thirdly, the process of growing and transferring the crystals must be reproducible.
Several crystal growth conditions were investigated. We found that when the growth time was short (e.g. 2 h), the average crystal domain size decreased as the streptavidin concentration in the subphase under the biotinylated lipid monolayer was increased from 0.05 to 0.2 mg/ml (Figs. 4A-C) . However, the average domain size increased with the protein concentration when the growth time was 6 h, as shown in Fig. 4D . With an overnight growth at a protein concentration of 0.2 mg/ml, individual crystal domains were usually large enough to cover entire 2 lm-diameter holes. Furthermore, the 2D crystal layer covered more than 90% of the holes in an EM grid, and remained intact even in negative stain, as shown in Fig. 3A .
Subtraction of the 2D crystal
A simple method was employed by Crucifix et al. to remove the periodic signal from images (Crucifix et al., 2004) . Basically, the image was Fourier transformed to reciprocal space, the peaks on the reciprocal lattice were masked out, and then the inverse Fourier transform was performed. This simple method did not introduce artifacts to a 3D reconstruction of RNA polymerase to 3.0 nm resolution. We applied this method to simulated data of a liposome on the 2D crystal, and found that setting the pixels in the neighborhood of the lattice peaks to a locally averaged amplitude, instead of zero, restores the liposome information better. This improved method was used to remove the crystal information from the cryo-EM images.
Firstly, a cryo-EM image (1024 Â 1024 or 2048 Â 2048 pixels) (Fig. 5) was Fourier transformed. Then a mask having the same reciprocal lattice as the 2D crystal, with a 3-pixel-radius disc at each lattice point, was applied to the Fourier transform. There are several ways to assign values to the masked Fourier pixels, but we found that the following method worked as well as any: the values at the masked points were scaled to be equal to the local background value, computed as the rms of an annulus (inner and outer radii 3 and 4 pixels) surrounding the spot (Fig. 5E ) while the phases of those pixels were left unchanged. As shown in Figs. 5C and E, there was no visible crystal residue left in the resultant liposome image.
As one test of this improved removal method, the circularly averaged image intensity from DPhPC liposomes was compared with the quantitative model we used previously (Wang et al., 2006) . The agreement was excellent, and the estimated values of the dipole potential, 640 ± 180 mV, 23 liposomes, which relies on details of the membrane profile, were in good agreement with the published value (510 ± 70 mV, 16 liposomes). 3.4. Quantitative analysis of the crystal and the image formation process 3.4.1. Quantitative model of the 2D crystal With a quantitative model of the 2D crystal, we wish to calibrate the image formation process by estimating the scaling factor m(s) that multiplies the theoretical CTF (Eq. (2)). The model of the 2D crystal was obtained from a MD simulation of a hydrated streptavidin tetramer (Fig. 1A) . In building the tetramer, we used the high-resolution projection map determined from electron crystallography and imaging (Avila-Sakar and Chiu, 1996) to inform the docking of the streptavidin monomers. We then used neutral-atom scattering amplitudes to compute the projection map of the 2D crystal model (Fig. 1B) . The neutral-atom amplitudes do not completely account for electron scattering from molecules (Wu and Spence, 2003; Zhong et al., 2002) . However, lacking a complete parameterization of the scattering from molecular orbitals, we take the neutral-atom factors as a first approximation. The lowpass-filtered version of the model (Fig. 1C) is seen to be similar to the projection map we obtained from a pair of crystal images (Fig. 1D) . In addition, our model matches the fine details of the published projection map (Avila-Sakar and Chiu, 1996; compare Fig. 1B and E) although it has much higher intensity in the center of the unit cell when it is filtered (Fig. 1C and F) .
Unbending of the 2D crystal
The 2D crystal is strong macroscopically (it survived the harsh negative staining process as shown in Fig. 3A ), but fragile microscopically (it shows distortions in the image and the 2D lattice, as shown in Fig. 6C-F) . To restore the order of the 2D crystal and increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), an ''unbending" (Henderson et al., 1986) technique was implemented in Matlab and applied to the cryo-EM images to achieve higher resolution in 2D crystal structures. Using a Gaussian-windowed reference image containing about 4-16 unit cells from the crystal, a cross-correlation with the micrograph identified the locations of unit cells in a given crystal domain. This lattice served as the reference points for a bilinear interpolation of the location of each micrograph pixel into a new, scaled-up image with 32 Â 32 pixels per unit cell. The pixel mapping therefore accounted for both translational and rotational errors in each unit cell. The unbending process increased the SNR of the computed diffraction spots by a factor of 2-10. To quantify the quality of the unbent crystal, IQ maps (Henderson et al., 1986) were calculated and are shown in Fig. 6G and H. Following Henderson et al., we calculate SNR as the ratio of the spot amplitude, after background subtraction, to the rms background. A projection map was generated by merging the data from images at two defocus values (0.5 and 4.5 lm). As shown in Fig. 1D , the data-derived projection map was in good agreement with the lowpass-filtered MD model (Fig. 1C) .
Determination of the factor m
The m factor is the ratio of the observed image contrast to that expected from the phase contrast mechanism. We write the realspace image intensity from a 2D crystal as ŵðh; kÞ ¼ 2mðsÞcðsÞf ðh; kÞ ð 7Þ with the magnitude s of the spatial frequency given by
The mean electron intensity, I 0 , was measured directly from the cryo-EM image taken with a CCD camera and the IMOD software (Kremer et al., 1996) , which preserves the pixel read-out values. The structure factorsf ðh; kÞ were determined from the crystal model generated in Section 2.4. With known CTF parameters and the measurement of the observed Fourier amplitudes, the m factor was determined. To suppress the effect of noise (weak spots) and weak signal (near minima in the CTF), only the strong spots in the Fourier transform of the cryo-EM image were included in the calculation; these amplitudes are displayed in Fig. 7A and B. Because of the centrosymmetric nature of the projection image, the phases are expected to be either 0°or 180°; only the real parts of the computed reflectionsŵðh; kÞ were considered, and these were flipped in polarity according to the model, leaving the modulations due to the CTF. Specifically, compared in the figures are the data and model Fourier amplitudes computed as:
w obs ðh; kÞ ¼w obs ðh; kÞsgn½f model ðh; kÞ w model ðh; kÞ ¼ 2cðsÞjf model ðh; kÞj ð8Þ
After accounting for the CTF, the m factors were determined as the ratiosw obs =w model at various spatial frequencies and plotted in Fig.  7E and F. We found that values of m decreased as the spatial frequency increased. Fig. 7B shows two occurrences of weak structure factors having the wrong phases, where the model and experimental values have opposite polarities. The occurrence of the wrong phases was about 1 in 30 for strong amplitudes used in the determination of m factors. It is possible that the wrong phases were due to the MD model since the crystal contacts between unit cells were not included in the MD simulation. However, the current dataset did not provide the ability to assess that possibility. Inverting the phase of the corresponding spots in the MD model image only show minor effects (less than 0.02% of the variance of the pixels), and the changes are distributed throughout the unit cell.
Determination of CTF parameters
The process used to determine m factors was also used to determine the CTF parameters from local regions of cryo-EM images. Estimates of defocus and B could be obtained from regions as small as 200 unit cells, about 100 Â 100 nm in size, within holes in the carbon film. The defocus values were determined by minimizing the total number of structure factors having the wrong phases compared with the atomic model. Images taken on film, which due to the larger area included both the holes and the surrounding carbon films, allowed a comparison to be made with the defocus values and B-factors determined from the amorphous carbon surrounding the holes. The defocus values were similar, as shown in Fig. 8C ; there was however a discrepancy in B values obtained by the two methods.
From the carbon film images the B values were determined by weighted least-squares fitting of the rotationally averaged power spectrum. LetûðsÞ be the Fourier transform of the scattering due to the carbon film. From Eqs. (2) and (4) the power spectrum of an image of the carbon film will be
Commonly the assumption is made that the carbon film represents ''white noise", so that its intrinsic power spectrum jûðsÞj 2 is independent of the frequency s. In this case the decay of ripples (Thon rings) in the power spectrum arises entirely from the exponential function. We found that B values obtained by fitting Eq. (9) to image power spectra are consistently larger than those obtained from analysis of crystals (Fig. 8D) . The discrepancy could arise from the assumption of a flat power spectrum of the carbon film. If jûðsÞj 2 actually decreases with frequency the value of B will be overestimated unless this decay is taken into account.
Application of the calibration process
In our previous study (Wang et al., 2006) , we performed an absolute calibration of the image formation process using an MD model of a lipid-bilayer and applying it to images of liposomes. (Henderson et al., 1986) . As a guideline, an IQ number of 7 (marked by the smallest symbols) is equivalent to a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 1, and an IQ number of 2 is equivalent to a SNR of 3.5. The SNR was calculated as the ratio of the spot amplitude to the rms background value.
We now test the calibration from the streptavidin crystal by using it to scale the image of a liposome for direct comparison with theory. Starting with the model image of a streptavidin unit cell, we imposed the CTF and used a least-squares fit to obtain the conversion factor m 0 from the scattering amplitude to the image intensity. This conversion factor was used to convert the liposome image contrast to that expected in the case of ideal phase contrast. The theoretical contrast was meanwhile predicted from the lipidbilayer MD data with the inclusion of the intra-membrane dipole potential as determined previously (Wang et al., 2006) . Fig. 5F shows that the agreement between prediction and experiment are excellent, with no parameters being adjusted.
Discussion
In this paper, we have demonstrated the use of streptavidin crystals both as tethering substrate and as a reference object for image-calibration and quality measurement. As shown here and by other researchers (Avila-Sakar and Chiu, 1996; Crucifix et al., 2004; Kubalek et al., 1991) , crystals of sufficient quality can readily be grown over holes in a perforated carbon film. We also show that the crystal images can be used to determine contrast-transfer function (CTF) parameters and provide an absolute calibration of the image formation process.
Streptavidin crystal growth using the lipid monolayer method involves two main processes (Blankenburg et al., 1989) . One is the specific binding of streptavidin molecules to the biotin group in biotin-DPPE, and the other is the lateral diffusion of the biotin-streptavidin complexes. The competition of these two processes determines the average crystal domain size. When the protein concentration is low, the interval between successive binding events is long and the bound biotin-streptavidin complexes have more time to diffuse and join existing crystal domains. When the protein concentration is high, there is not enough time for the nascent complex to join existing crystal domains, and the average domain size remains small. This is exactly what was shown in Fig. 4 . However, when the crystal growth time is long enough, the small domains will slowly transform to have the same orientation as their neighbors and thus the crystal size increases. For overnight growth of the crystal, the average crystal size was several square microns, which was large enough to cover 2 lm-diameter holes in the carbon film.
Yoshina et al. have demonstrated the use of DNA hybridization to tether liposomes onto glass-supported bilayers (Yoshina-Ishii and Boxer, 2006; Yoshina-Ishii et al., 2005) . We tried a similar idea to tether liposomes onto a lipid monolayer. However, the lipid monolayer was not strong enough to survive the transfer and fast freezing processes. Only about 20% of the holes were covered with the lipid monolayers. Therefore, only the 2D streptavidin crystal was used in this study.
With the extremely specific binding of the streptavidin-biotin (K d % 10 À15 M), the surface density of the tethered liposome inside the holes in a cryo-EM sample was much higher than that without the use of the 2D crystal, and about 2 times higher than the that on glow discharged continuous carbon film (Fig. 3F) . A crucial question in cryo-EM is how to evaluate the quality of individual particle images, because their quality is the major factor in high-resolution single-particle reconstructions. As shown by Gao et al. (2002) , a large variability in image quality can exist within a single micrograph. As a built-in reference, the streptavidin crystal provides a direct measurement of the image quality. One can employ a simple image quality control method in which only the images showing ''higher-order" reflection spots (say, better than 1 nm) are chosen for further processing. The value of the streptavidin crystal as a quality reference might turn out to be useful even in situations where the particles being imaged are not tethered to the crystal.
In the calibration process an atomic model of the 2D streptavidin crystal was required. It is common to use the atomic coordinates of proteins to build simulated cryo-EM images. These models are however always in error because they lack the surrounding water molecules which largely match the protein's electron scattering and therefore decrease the contrast at the molecular boundary. We built a new streptavidin tetramer model (Fig. 1C) to match the projection map of the 2D crystal (Avila-Sakar and Chiu, 1996) , placed it into a box of water molecules, and carried out an MD simulation to produce a realistic interface between protein and water. A projection map computed from the MD model of the unit cell was in good agreement with the experimental projection map (Fig. 1D) .
There is always a concern about the flatness of a 2D crystal. For example, the 2D n-paraffin crystal ($4.5 nm thick) could be tilted to about 5°before the reflection spot intensity began to fall off (Henderson and Glaeser, 1985) . We investigated the effect of tilting on the m factors by computationally tilting the MD model of the 2D crystal. Tilting up to 10°had no effect on m 0 , while tilts larger than 10°changed the reflection pattern and inverted some phases. Comparison of the computed reflections between the cryo-EM image and the simulated tilted image leads us to conclude that the crystals analyzed here had tilts of less than 10°.
The scaling factor of the image formation process m 0 was found to be in the range of 0.2-0.5, disappointingly below unity but consistent with previous quantitative measurements by Henderson and Glaeser (1985) . In their work, the structure factors of the 2D crystal were determined from electron diffraction patterns, and compared with structure factors obtained from EM images of the 2D crystal. The structure factor ratios (m factors in this paper) of purple membrane decreased from 0.60 to 0.04 as the spatial frequency increased from 1/2.7 to 1/0.4 nm scattering of electrons. In the present work, we employed an energy filter to eliminate inelastically scattered electrons from the images that we used in estimating m. Nevertheless, the value of m 0 remained only about half the expected value. The neutral-atom scattering assumption that underlies our theoretical projection map might affect the magnitude of the determined m 0 , but we believe the effect is unlikely to be as large as a factor of two.
The discrepancy is reminiscent of the contrast mismatch factor or ''Stobbs factor" in materials science (Howie, 2004; Hÿtch and Stobbs, 1994) . This factor is the reciprocal of m 0 in our notation; in a recent careful analysis of energy-filtered images of silicon crystals it ranged from 1.5 to 2.3 (Du et al., 2007) . The contrast mismatch was thought to arise in thermal diffuse scattering of electrons, in which the small electron energy losses, less than 1 eV, do not allow discrimination by energy filtering.
Conclusion
The present work demonstrates the benefits of using a 2D streptavidin crystal as a nano-support for cryo-EM studies of liposomes and proteoliposomes. The crystal growth conditions have been optimized to grow reproducibly high quality 2D crystals, which covered more than 90% of the holes on an EM grid. The average crystal domain was large enough to cover an individual hole (a few lm 2 ). Due to the high specific binding between streptavidin and biotin, the required amount of proteoliposomes was small (a few micrograms for a cryo-EM specimen), and the resulting surface density of the tethered proteoliposomes was adjustable via the incubation time of the proteoliposomes with the 2D crystal. The crystal also served as an internal calibration of the image formation process.
